Asynchronous learning activities at student's own pace and time

Synchronous learning activities in real-time, paced by teacher

Decide on the right tool with this infographic

Feedback: I want students to learn by getting feedback

Fruits Tool Suite (as of May 2022)

I want students to better understand a subject by discussing and formulating questions that improve their knowledge uptake and answering inline questions.

I want students to engage with study material from their peers from the teacher in an automated and instantaneous way.

Automatic Feedback

Automated Peer Review

Automated Group Member Evaluation

Assignment Review

Self Review

Interactive Document

Interactive Video

Interactive Audio

Comprehension

Discussion on Work

Discussion on Topic

Self Assessment

Quiz

Team Based Learning

Interative Presentation

I want students to practice their critical thinking by submitting work, answering a research paper, group collaboration experience, master thesis, oral presentation, business plan, discussing topics of interest, recognizing preset topics to test and practice their ability comprehension, critical reading, and evaluating their own abilities provided criteria.

I want students to interact lecturers during interactive study material.